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Preface

Para sa bayan, kalikasan, at kabataan? Kayang-kaya!
The project DZUP EskweKalikasan: Para sa kabataan, kapaligiran, at bayan is a publiclyfunded initiative of the academe, with support from the government and advocates, that aims
to contribute to the initiatives to integrate climate change knowledge and concepts about the
Philippine environment in formal education.
According to the Climate Change Commission (n.d.), “the Philippines is one of the countries at
greatest risk from present and projected climate-related hazards such as tropical cyclones, floods,
landslides, and droughts.” These teaching modules were designed to encourage students with a
comprehensive examination of the issues confronting the environment. Recognizing the curriculum
visions and the objectives of inquiry-based teaching and learning that are adopted and promoted
by the Philippine Basic Science Education Curriculum, these modules go beyond increasing public
awareness of the environment’s significance in sustaining life on Earth to examining the effects of
human actions in the protection or degradation of the environment.
Results of the early studies of Belland, Glazewski, and Richardson (2012) claim that issue-based
learning is closely linked with evidence-based learning. It is thus appropriate to use scientific
argumentation to implement these modules. Embedded in the modules is the provision for students’
opportunities to deeply engage in evidence-based scientific argumentation while simultaneously
developing their critical thinking and communication skills. Thus, the basic components of scientific
argumentation such as claim, evidence, and justification w ere strategically presented i n t he
teaching modules. The modules, identified in the Curriculum Entry Points section, can be used
in the following Senior High School Core Curriculum Subjects: Earth and Life Science or Earth
Science; Understanding Culture, Society, and Politics; and Disaster Readiness and Risk Reduction.
These modules use multimodal learning to create an engaging and exciting learning environment
that recognizes diverse learning styles. The concepts and issues presented in each lesson are
mirrored in the podcast “Kayang-kaya!” to supplement classroom discussion using aural storytelling.
Case studies that highlight local experiences while recognizing the various contexts that surround
environmental issues, particularly climate change, are made available so the students can better
grasp the environmental challenges that we are facing and be acquainted with examples of
adaptation and mitigation measures that are currently being practiced.
DZUP EskweKalikasan aims to contribute to the wider discussion of environmental issues and
the impacts of climate change and disasters in our everyday life, and to enrich conversations
about sustainable living, sustainable development, and mindful consumption. These modules aim
to be of utmost help for teachers to supplement their resources in their implementation of the
Senior Science Education Curriculum.
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The Project

DZUP EskweKalikasan: Para sa kabataan, kapaligiran, at bayan is an on-air and online modular
educational project about the environment for the youth. The UP Department of Broadcast
Communication (CHED Center of Excellence for Broadcasting) and DZUP 1602 (the official
radio station of UP Diliman) spearheaded the project with funding support from the Philippine
Government under the General Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2019 through the initiative
of the Office of Senator Loren Legarda. The UP Diliman Office of the Chancellor also provided
additional funding support.
Ten modules were conceptualized and developed in collaboration with the UP National Institute
for Science and Mathematics Education Development (UP NISMED).
Module 1. The Environment and Me
Module 2. The Philippine Environment
Module 3. Biodiversity Conservation
Module 4. Sustainable Living
Module 5. Climate Change
Module 6. Waste Management
Module 7. Management of Environmental Resources
Module 8. Environment and Disasters
Module 9. Renewable Sources of Energy
Module 10. The Youth, the Nation, and the Environment
Each of the teaching modules comes with a Kayang-kaya! podcast and an episode of Go Teacher
Go sa DZUP EskweKalikasan (GTG sa DZUP Eskwe).
The Kayang-kaya! podcast, developed and produced by the UP Department of Broadcast
Communication, chronicles the adventure of three Senior High School students residing in Brgy.
Luntian, as they seek to understand and uncover the issues confronting the environment.
Meanwhile, DZUP EskweKalikasan and UP NISMED’s radio program Go Teacher Go, collaborated
to produce GTG sa DZUP Eskwe, video guides for teachers in implementing the modules in their
classes. GTG sa DZUP Eskwe also discusses tips on how to adjust the modules into different modes
of learning, i.e. blended, online, remote, etc. All the teaching modules and other learning resources
are available for download at www.dzup.org/eskwekalikasan.
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How to use this module

The modules promote inquiry-based teaching and learning through scientific argumentation
and were designed to encourage students to appreciate Mother Nature and examine the issues
confronting our environment. Each module is composed of the following sections:

Introduction Page / Table

This page contains the general information about the teaching module and its corresponding
podcast. These include the following: module number and title, podcast topic, main question in
the podcast, synopsis of the podcast, and the teaching module objectives.

Curriculum Entry Points

The curriculum entry points serve as guides for the educators in the appropriate use of the teaching
module. This will help the educators identify the student grade level, subjects, and subtopics
that this material can be applied to, as well as the content standard, performance standard,
and learning competencies from the Department of Education’s curriculum guide. This part also
contains the prerequisite concepts based on students’ prior knowledge from previous grade
levels.

Teaching and Learning Process

The teaching and learning process guides the teacher in inquiry-based teaching using
argumentation. This section identifies the teaching approach, and the materials that will be
used to teach this module. The modules adopt the guided inquiry-based approach through
argumentation as a teaching approach. It is composed of two major parts: the lesson procedure
proper and the assessment. Embedded in the lesson procedure in each module is the eliciting
of the three main components of argumentation: claim, evidence, and justification. They are
placed differently depending on how the concepts are formed whether inductively or deductively.
Assessment is used in the module in three ways: for learning (formative assessment), as learning
(on-going), and of learning (summative assessment).

Related Concepts

This part contains the science and other related concepts and their contextualized definitions
depending on how they were used in the modules.

References

This contains all the references used by the writers in writing the modules. The educators may
revisit these references for additional information.

Activity Sheets / Worksheets

Activity sheets may include case studies and guide questions to answer while listening to the
podcast or for presentation purposes, and other types for individual and group activities.

Answer Keys

The activity sheet/worksheet in each module comes with the corresponding answer key that can
help the educators in assessing the student outputs.
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Teaching Module

Module No. and Title
Podcast Topic
Main Question
Podcast Synopsis

Module 04. Sustainable Living
Sustainable Living
Paano nakatutulong sa kalikasan ang pagbili sa ukay-ukay?
Kali promised Naya, her fashionista friend, to go clothes shopping
with her. Little did Naya know that Kali will be taking her to an
ukay-ukay, since it is more environment- friendly. They talk about
“fast fashion” and its negative impacts to the environment. Through
experts, they learn more about sustainability and sustainable living.
Let’s find out how the youth can actually practice living sustainably.
In the end, Naya chooses the more sustainable option to not buy
clothes since she didn’t need more of them.
Nangako si Kali na sasamahan niya ang kanyang fashionistang kaibigan
na si Naya na magshopping ng mga damit. Hindi alam ni Naya na
dadalhin siya nito sa ukay-ukay, dahil mas makakatulong daw ito sa
kalikasan. Pag-uusapan nila ang “fast fashion” at ang masamang epekto
nito sa kalikasan. Kasama ang mga eksperto, malalaman nila ang
konsepto ng sustainability, at sustainable living. Anu-ano kaya ang mga
sustainable practices na pwede at kayang gawin ng mga kabataan?

Podcast Objectives

Teaching Module
Objectives

Dahil sa kanilang mga natutunan, magbabago ang isip ni Naya sa
pagbili ng damit dahil naisip niyang hindi pa naman niya kailangan ng
mas maraming damit.
After listening to the podcast, the learners should be able to:
1. develop an awareness of one’s consumption practices;
2. identify ways and practices of sustainable living; and
3. cite sustainable and unsustainable practices/lifestyle
commonly observed in the community.
(Adapted from the DepEd curriculum guides)
At the end of this lesson, the learners should be able to:
Describe how human societies adapt to new challenges in the
physical, social, and cultural environment.
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Curriculum Entry Points
Grade Level: Grade 11/12 (Understanding Culture, Society, and Politics)
Content: Sustainability and Sustainable Living
Content Standard
The learners demonstrate an
understanding of:
the agents/institutions,
processes, and outcomes of
cultural, political, and social
change.

Performance Standard
The learners shall be able to:

Learning Competency
The learners:

advocate how human societies describe how human societies
should adapt to such changes. adapt to new challenges in the
physical, social, and cultural
environment.
UCSP11/12CSC- IIi-34

Prerequisite Concepts
1.

The Philippine Environment (Grade 7)
•

2.

protection and conservation of natural resources

Understanding Culture, Society, and Politics (Grade 11/12)
•

definition of sustainability, sustainable living, and sustainable development

Teaching Process
Teaching Approach
Materials

Inquiry-based approach through argumentation
1. Podcast file
2. PowerPoint presentation
3. Metacards
4. Worksheets on Four Sustainable Cities
(Please visit www.dzup.org/eskwekalikasan to access the
podcast, PowerPoint and/or student's worksheet.)

Assumption: The students have already listened to the podcast on Sustainable Living.
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I.

LESSON PROCEDURE

Concept Development / Eliciting Evidence
1. Prepare the PowerPoint Presentation. Show SLIDE 1 and SLIDE 2 (Project Introduction).

SLIDE 1

SLIDE 2
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2. Introduce the podcast and read the synopsis of the episode. Show SLIDE 3 (General
information about the podcast episode).

SLIDE 3

3. Review of the prerequisite concepts: sustainability, sustainable living, and sustainable
development. Show the following slides and ask the students:

SLIDE 4
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4. Ask the students to recall the definition of sustainable development. Show SLIDE 5
(Definition of sustainable development).

SLIDE 5

5. Ask the students to recall the definition of sustainable living. Show SLIDE 6 (Definition
of sustainable living).

SLIDE 6
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6. Explain to the class that these three concepts (sustainability, sustainable living, and
sustainable development) are important in achieving the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Show SLIDE 7.

SLIDE 7

7. The teacher may say, “Each of us has a significant contribution and role to play in
achieving these goals. Our collective day-to-day consumption practices can impact
the sustainability of our resources.” Give students a few seconds to ponder, then
say, “Let us see how your individual consumption practices relate to a specific goal
in UN SDGs, particularly SDG 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production).” Show
SLIDE 8.

SLIDE 8
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8. Let the students do the activity, which will develop their awareness of their
consumption practices. The teacher may say, “Let’s have an activity and revisit our
current consumption practices. Let’s find out if we are living a sustainable lifestyle.
Answer the questions honestly. Write your name in each of the four metacards and
paste each card on the column that best describes your answer.”
(Suggestion: Have Tables A-D posted on the board/wall for everyone to see.)
A. Give metacards for the students to write their names. Then go through the
following questions: (Note: Each table provides the student’s sample answer.)
•

Question 1: How many hours do you spend on using your gadget/s a day?
Table A. Number of hours you spend on using your gadget/s a day

•

Question 2: How often do you have leftover food?
Table B. Frequency of having leftover food

•

Question 3: Do you use a cup when brushing your teeth?
Table C. Using cup when brushing teeth
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•

Question 4: How often do you buy new clothes in a year?
Table D. Frequency of buying new clothes in a year

9. Discuss answers as a class. The teacher may say, “Those questions are just a few of
the consumption practices that would give you a glimpse of your lifestyle.”
•

Question 5: Based on your specified consumption practices in the activity,
how would you describe your lifestyle—sustainable or unsustainable?
Possible Answer/s: (Students’ answers may vary.)
a. Sustainable because we don’t use straws and disposable plastic as much as
possible; we don’t buy clothes frequently, etc.
b. Unsustainable because we buy clothes frequently and often have leftover
food, etc.

10. Recall what sustainable living is from the podcast. Replay podcast [TIMESTAMP:
08:38–17:03], then discuss it.
11. Let the students infer what will happen if most of them would live an unsustainable
lifestyle. Ask the class:
•

Question 6: What might happen if you continue to live an unsustainable
lifestyle? Cite possible effects of unsustainable lifestyle with regard to
energy consumption, food consumption, water consumption, and textile
usage.
Possible Answers: (Students’ answers may vary.)
a. Energy consumption: The more you charge your phone, the more
you consume electricity. Coal, a non-renewable resource, is used in the
powerplant to generate electricity. The more electricity consumed, the less
non-renewable resources are left for the future generation.
b. Food consumption: Food loss and waste are an extremely inefficient use of
resources. According to a study by the UN Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), food loss and waste accounts for about 3.3 gigatons of greenhouse
gas emissions. Hence, the more we waste food, the higher our greenhouse
emissions are (World Resources Institute, 2015).
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Water consumption: Water is a renewable but finite resource. In many
locations today, we are using more freshwater than the amount the earth can
provide. If we use more water than we need, all the more that we contribute
to spatial and temporal inadequacies (Water Footprint Network, n.d.).
d. Textile usage: Discuss the idea of the fast fashion industry.
Play the second segment of the podcast from [TIMESTAMP: 04:34–08:37] that
defines fast fashion.
c.

•

Question 7: What is the effect of fast fashion on the environment?
Possible Answer:
An equivalent of one garbage-truck-full of clothes is burned or dumped in a
landfill every second. Washing clothes releases 500,000 tons of microfibers into
the ocean each year, an equivalent of 50 billion plastic bottles. Many of those
fibers are polyester. The production of polyester releases two to three times
more carbon emissions than cotton, and polyester does not break down in the
ocean (Business Insider, 2019).

12. Elicit other possible consumption practices from students that can lead to an
unsustainable lifestyle.
•

Question 8: What other consumption practices can lead to an unsustainable
lifestyle?
Possible Answers: (Students’ answers may vary.)
a. Energy consumption: e.g., not closing the fridge tightly, using incandescent
lamp
b. Food consumption: e.g., not composting, spoiling food, preferring meaty diet
over vegetables
c. Water consumption: e.g., watering plants at noontime, using a hose when
cleaning car
d. Textile usage: e.g., disposing of clothes instead of donating or handling them
down to others

13. Lead the discussion to the idea that there are also other ways to make these
consumption practices on energy, food, water, and textile usage more sustainable.
Ask the class:
•

Question 9: In what ways can we make these practices on energy
consumption, food consumption, water consumption, and textile usage
more sustainable?
Possible Answers: (Students’ answers may vary.)
a. Energy consumption: the use of a solar panel, using energy-efficient
appliances, etc.
b. Food consumption: eating more greens, avoid food leftovers, eating locally
produced goods
c. Water consumption: reuse water, water treatment
d. Textile usage: buying durable clothes, buying in ukay-ukay (subject to
individual’s discretion)
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14. Now that the students are aware of their consumption habits, let the students think
of ways to minimize their consumption.
•

Question 10: As SHS students, how do you take part in the overconsumption
of goods, specifically textiles? How do you think you can minimize your
consumption habits?
Possible Answer:
In general, we are often the main consumer of fast-fashion industries because
we follow the trends in style. We can minimize our consumption habits by
reusing and buying clothes and shoes less often. We can also experiment with
the clothes that we already have so that they would look “new.”

15. As the students become aware of their consumption practices, the teacher may
bring the discussion to the community level.
The teacher may elicit:
•

Question 11: “Now that you are aware of your own consumption practices,
have you observed or seen some sustainable and unsustainable practices
in your community?”
Possible Answer: (Students’ answers may vary.)
Sustainable practices - e.g., biking when going nearby places, make use of ecobags
Unsustainable practices - e.g., using shampoo in sachets, catching not fullygrown fish

•

Question 12: “As a member of a community, is it easy for you to engage in
these sustainable practices? Why or why not? What are the challenges?”
Possible Answer: (Students’ answers may vary. Elicit as much as possible the
examples written below.)
1. Yes, by donating used clothes so that they can still be worn.
2. Yes, by washing clothes in bulk so I can maximize the use of water.
3. Yes, by converting used clothes into rags for cleaning.

16. Let the students perform a group activity on sustainable development. This activity
allows the students to realize that though the attainment of sustainable development
can be arduous, it is possible to be achieved by a determined community. You can
find the worksheets at the end of this module.
Pre-activity:
a. Divide the class into four groups.
b. Each group will be assigned to read an article about a specific sustainable
city.
c. Distribute the group worksheets as follows:
Group 1: San Francisco, California
Group 2: Vancouver, Canada
Group 3: Stockholm, Sweden
Group 4: Singapore
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17. Activity Proper. Let the students read the articles and answer the guide question/s
provided in each group worksheet.
18. Post-activity Discussion. Let each group present their answers to the guide
question/s in class.
Group 1 (Guide Question): What made San Francisco one of the leaders of
sustainable development?
Possible Answer:
Innovations in technologies to improve energy efficiency in buildings and
enhance its transportation system have helped make San Francisco a leader in
sustainability and clean energy (The Climate Reality Project, 2017).
Group 2 (Guide Question): Does Vancouver’s environmental activism help
them in its contemporary practice of sustainable development? If yes, cite
examples that can support your answer.
Possible Answer:
Yes, environmental activism helps Vancouver in its contemporary practice of
sustainable development. Greenpeace, the famous worldwide environmental
organization, founded in Vancouver in 1971, tried to stop a US nuclear test. Since
then, it is on its way to becoming the greenest city and up to the present, it is
still committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality
(Chan, 2019).
Group 3 (Guide Question): How does Stockholm manage to grow without
compromising sustainable development? Cite the city’s goal and
achievement in becoming sustainable.
Possible Answer:
Their holistic vision allowed Stockholm to achieve growth while developing its
city sustainably. Specifically, in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, it have
shifted from their source of energy from oil to recycled heat and have since been
helping the city to be fossil-fuel–free. As well, its residents were encouraged to
become climate-smarts where environment-friendly living is a natural part of
living (The Climate Reality Project, 2017).
Group 4 (Guide Question): Why is Singapore considered the most sustainable
city in Asia? Should the Philippines adapt Singapore’s blueprint? Explain
your answer.
Possible Answer:
Singapore has developed a sustainable blueprint leading up to the Agenda 2030
for Sustainable Development. This includes Green Buildings and sustainable
transportation. In Singapore, transportation improvement does slowly make
progress by limiting car ownership. Definitely, the Philippines can and should
adapt this blueprint since one of the major problems of the country is air
pollution and crowded highways due to failed transport system implementation
of policies (The Climate Reality Project, 2017).
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19. To deepen the discussion, the teacher may ask:
•

Question 13: Based on your assigned reading, what effort/initiative does
each city do to become sustainable?
Possible Answers:
• San Francisco, California – It improved its technology to build energyefficient buildings and transportation and banned the use of unsustainable
alternatives (The Climate Reality Project, 2017).
• Vancouver, Canada – It reduced emission of greenhouse gases (The Climate
Reality Project, 2017).
• Stockholm, Sweden – It encouraged environment-friendly living among its
people (The Climate Reality Project, 2017).
• Singapore – It maximized the use of a mass-transport system (The Climate
Reality Project, 2017).

•

Question 14: What are the characteristics of the four sustainable cities?
Possible Answer:
All the four cities are determined to promote and adopt sustainable development/
practices.

•

Question 15: Thus, what makes a city sustainable?
Possible Answer:
A city must support sustainable development campaigns and practices through
public engagement and multiple stakeholders.

Eliciting Claims from the Argumentative Statement
Argumentative Statement:
Is it possible to live a sustainable lifestyle? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Note: To strengthen students’ claims and justifications, the teacher may ask students to
highlight their gathered pieces of evidence from the following discussion points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustainable lifestyle (consumption practice)
Effort or initiatives of sustainable countries
Characteristics of sustainable cities
Level/status of the Philippines in terms of sustainability
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Concluding Statements for Justification
Though it may sound difficult to live a sustainable lifestyle due to social, cultural, and economic
challenges associated with it (e.g., inconvenience in maintaining sustainable practices since they
also require a change of lifestyle, availability, and cost of energy-efficient appliances), it is possible
to live a sustainable lifestyle. There are many ways on how one can do it. Among these ways are by
living a low-impact or zero-waste lifestyle and by committing to sustainable practices. Sustainable
practices may include simple ways such as conserving energy and water, eating locally-produced
food, eating a more plant-based diet, and reselling and donating items (e.g., ukay-ukay) to lessen
waste ending up in a landfill.

Reflection
Can we make the Philippines a sustainable nation?
Related Concepts
1.

Economic Sustainability/Growth
•

2.

Environmental Sustainability
•

3.

It revolutionized the textile industry by producing textiles in a short period of time but
comes with a steep price tag, turning the fashion industry into one of the world’s biggest
polluters.

Green-washing
•

5.

It indicates that natural resources must be harvested not faster than their regeneration;
while waste must be emitted no faster than what the environment can assimilate.

Fast-Fashion
•

4.

It refers to a system of production that satisfies present consumption levels without
compromising the future need.

It is a phenomenon in which companies exaggerate or even lie about their claims to
mislead and encourage consumers to purchase their products.

Social Sustainability
•

It indicates that people matter since development is about people; basically, it connotes
a system of social organization that alleviates poverty.
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6.

Sustainability
•

7.

Sustainable Development
•
•

8.

It is the “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” as described by the 1987
Brundtland Commission Report (UNESCO, 2015).
It aims to maintain economic advancement and progress while protecting the long-term
value of the environment (United Nations General Assembly, 1987).

Sustainable Development Goals
•

9.

It is meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.

It is also known as the Global Goals. These goals have been adopted by all United Nations
Member States since 2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet,
and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.

Sustainable Living
•
•

It is a lifestyle with the objective of reducing the use of natural resources.
People who practice this lifestyle often try to reduce the size of their carbon footprint
through transforming their methods of transportation, what they eat, and how they use
energy.
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Group 1. San Francisco, California

Members: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Discuss this article among your groupmates and then answer the guide question
that follows below.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
It is home to some of the most innovative companies in the world, such as Airbnb, Uber, and
Twitter; the Bay Area cities of San Francisco scored the highest on the 2019 US Cities Sustainable
Development Report (Sustainable Development Solutions Network, 2019). The city is known for
technology innovation and energy efficiency improvement, which have helped them become one
of the leaders of sustainable and clean energy.
San Francisco’s public transit system is its best example. More than half of the buses roaming in
the city are hybrid-electric, and light rails are zero-emission (Djoulakian, 2016). Meanwhile, the
city’s goal this year is to transition the other half to hybrid diesel. Additionally, San Francisco has
introduced more than 700 cleaner air vehicles since 1999. These vehicles are compressed natural
gas, hybrid, and electric.
In reaching the goal of becoming a zero-waste city, San Francisco also banned the use of plastic
bags and offered compostable bags as an alternative. Residents have cut their water consumption
as well, which was reduced to around 49 gallons of water per day (Djouklakian, 2016).
Guide Question: Does Vancouver’s environmental activism help them in its contemporary practice
of sustainable development? If yes, cite examples that can support your answer.
Answer:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Group 2. Vancouver, Canada

Members: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Discuss this article among your groupmates and then answer the guide question
that follows below.

VANCOUVER, CANADA
Vancouver has a rich history of environmental activism and has been at the forefront of it for
decades (Hower, 2016). The famous worldwide environmental organization, Greenpeace, was
founded there in 1971 and had tried stopping a US nuclear weapon test. On its way to becoming
the greenest city in 2020, Vancouver knows that more needs to be done; its target goals include
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality (Chan, 2019). Certainly, this was not
possible without the city’s developed Greenest City Action Plan securing public engagement and
multiple stakeholders in the accomplishment of implementation of sustainability policies.
In addition, their city has what it takes and is extremely dedicated to getting 100 percent of its energy
from renewable sources before 2050 (City of Vancouver, n.d.). Not just electricity, Vancouver’s plan
covers all forms of energy including heating, transport, etc. (Danko, 2015).
Guide Question: Does Vancouver’s environmental activism help them in their contemporary
practice of sustainable development? If yes, cite examples that can support your answer.
Answer:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Group 3. Stockholm, Sweden

Members: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Discuss this article among your groupmates and then answer the guide question
that follows below.

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
Known for its beauty and proximity to water, Stockholm seeks to be an attractive city in Sweden
and go green at the same time. In 2010, the European Commission recognized the city as the first
“European Green Capital” for its holistic vision of combining growth and sustainable development
for the benefit of its 800,000 citizens (European Commission, 2010).
Stockholm aims to be fossil-fuel–free by 2050 in reaching the city’s goal of growing and developing
sustainably (Stockholm, A Sustainably Growing City, n.d.). Sweden’s shift of energy from oil
to district heating since the early 1990s makes achieving of its goal possible (7 examples of
Sustainability, 2016). It has been reducing its greenhouse gas emissions in recent years since it
started to use recycled heat from industries.
Furthermore, a major reason for the city’s success in being green is its climate-smart locals, where
environment-friendly living is encouraged to be a natural part of living, especially in urban lifestyle
(Stockholm, a Sustainably Growing City, n.d.).
Guide Question: How does Stockholm manage to grow without compromising sustainable
development? Cite the city’s goals and achievements in becoming sustainable.
Answer:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Group 4. Singapore

Members: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Discuss this article among your groupmates and then answer the guide question
that follows below.

SINGAPORE
Singapore is considered one of the most densely populated cities in the world with more than five
million people (Countries by Density 2020, 2019). But this city-state is also the most sustainable
among Asian countries and ranked four worldwide (Lim, 2018). Singapore has developed a
sustainable blueprint and has since made progress on the Agenda 2030 for 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG), according to Prime Minister Lee Hsien Hoong (Towards a Sustainable
and Resilient Singapore, 2018).
The targets include Green Buildings ensuring that at least 80 percent of their total buildings will be
green by 2030. Today, more than 80 percent of households live within a 10-minute walk to a park
and train stations, according to a 2018 Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs Report.
Singapore’s transportation has improved its sustainability as well by limiting car ownership among
its residents. Compared to the USA and Europe, Singapore has a relatively low car ownership rate
which is 11 percent, a 69 percent difference in the USA and a 39 percent difference in Europe
(Car Ownership Singapore, 2019). The pollution and crowding problem of Singapore citizens has
improved.
Guide Question: Why is Singapore considered the most sustainable city in Asia? Should the
Philippines adapt Singapore’s blueprint? Why or why not?
Answer:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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